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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

If a blast wave propagates in a medium where a thin layer of high-temperature gas

is located near the ground, a precursor develops. In an earlier report sponsored by

the Defense Nuclear Agency (Contract No. DNA-001-84-C-0342), the fundamental

features of the interaction processes were described and illustrated.* Different

techniques were successfully developed to

- create and control high-sound-speed layers in the laboratory.

- demonstrate which physical questions may be asked.

- determine which questions can be answered by such tests.

Two experimental methods proved to be especially successful in reproducibly

simulating relatively thin high-sound-speed layers in a small shock tube:

1) Hot air layers formed by electrically heated metallic strips

2) Free helium layers on the surface of porous ceramic plates (Filtrokelit plates)

To increase the understanding of the fluid dynamics of airblast precursors, DNA

awarded another contract (DNA-01-86-C-0075) to EMI to undertake the following

tasks:

Task 1: Conduct a series of shock tube experiments using a helium layer from a

porous plate and a heated plate to create a surficial high-sound-speed

layer.

Task 2: Conduct a series of small charge tests in an enclosed environment using a

helium-induced high sound speed layer introduced from a circularly

symmetrical ceramic porous plate.

* H. Reichenbach, Laboratory-Scale Airblast Precursor Experiments, Vol. 1:
Exploratory Shock Tube Tests; DNA-TR-85-352, Defense Nuclear Agency,
Washington, D.C. 1985.
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The results of T3sk I have been reported earlier.* The shock tube tests were able

to answer such questions as:

- Why does the precursor wall jet become turbulent?

- What is the effect of the thermal layer vertical gradient on:

shock structure? (negligible)

wall jet shape? (important)

wall jet turbulence? (important)

- Why does the wall jet show fine-scale turbulence?

- What is the influence of the wall boundary layer and wall roughness?

The present report describes small (laboratory) scale height-of-burst experiments.

Because such small charges were used (0.6 g spheres of hexogen), we called the

tests of Task 2 "Micro-Mach Experiments."

The objectives of the tests were as follows:

'I) To utilize the EMI optical capabilities to give a high-fidelity flow visualization

of the evolution of an HOB airblast precursor without the influence of a

membrane (i.e., similar to physical problems).

(2) To measure pressure histories on the surface without influence of terrain and

weather effects.

'3) To compare ideal and non-ideal blast wave environments under well-controlled

conditions.

* H. Reichenbach, Laboratory-Scale Airblast Precursor Experiments. Vol.2: Parametric

Studies, EMI Rep. E 6/87.
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SECTION 2

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

2.1 TEST CHAMBER.

The Micro-Mach experiments were conducted in a cubical test chamber (120 cm by

120 cm by 60 cm) shown in Figure 1. This approach gave well-controlled ambient

conditions, and protected personnel and sensitive laboratory equipment from the

effects of the explosion. The chamber was shock-isolated from the floor to minimize

any blast-induced vibrations of the sensitive optical equipment. The chamber was

equipped with optical quality windows (69 cm by 20 cm by 2 cm) for high-speed

photography (see Fig. 2).

The aluminum walls of the chamber were bolted together and easily replaceable. A

removable circular roof plate provided easy access to the chamber for charge

emplacement and instrumentation adjustments. A small crane facilitated the handling

of this heavy plate. This roof plate formed the reflecting surface for the height-

of-burst tests. For ideal-surface experiments, a polished aluminum surface was used.

For the precursor test, a helium distribution system was incorporated into the plate.

In the original design, this consisted of a 66 cm-diameter by 2-cm thick porous

ceramic plate (Filtrokelit) mounted flush with the roof of the test chamber. The

high sound speed layer was created by forcing helium through the porous plate by

means of a pressurized chamber mounted behind the plate. In the final design, the

porous plate area was increased, as shown in Figure 3. We have now a good tool at

our disposal for future experiments.

In previous shock tube tests it was found advantageous to have the He layer at the

roof and not at the bottom to control for the buoyancy of helium. Therefore for the

Micro-Mach experiments the He layer was produced at the ceiling. However, when

describing the tests, we speak as if the helium layer were on the bottom or ground.

So we speak of ground zero and height of burst.
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2.2 OPTICAL EQUIPMENT.

A Cordin high-speed camera (type 330) or a single frame system were used to
photograph the explosion. The optical setup differs slightly, as shown in Figures 4

and 5. Two spherical mirrors with a diameter of 640 mm each and a focal length of

about 4 m are arranged so as to produce parallel light at the location of the test

chamber. If a knife blade is installed at the second focus of the light path,

schlieren photographs can be taken. This method was also used to visualize the

helium layer.

The continuous writing Cordin camera (Fig. 6) needs a light source with an

adjustable light output in the form of a square wave pulse. If the light duration is

too long, the first frames will be double-exposed. We therefore developed our own

special light source for the Cordin camera with an output diameter of 1 mm. The
light source is shown in Figure 7 together with the energy source, the pulse former,

the trigger, and the delay circuits respectively. The light output can be adjusted

between 40 ps and 700 'is depending on the framing frequency of the camera.

The exposure time of a frame in a rotating prism camera depends on the frame

period. In the version we used, the exposure time equals about half of the frame

period.

A photo of the EMI single-spark point light source for shadow and schlieren pictures

is shown in Fig. B. Power supply and trigger circuit are combined with the point

source. Due to the coaxial construction, an exposure time of 300 ns (= 0.3 us) is

achieved. The pinhole in the electrode corresponding to the light output area has a

diameter of 0.5 mm.

The alignment of the optical light path was facilitated by using a He-Ne-laser

system. Due to the long light paths, the optical system is very sensitive to

vibratiand sma!l twisting of the components. Therefore great care must be taken

to get reproducible picture quality.
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2.3 ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT.

2.3.1 Electronic Control System.

In addition to high speed photography of the explosion, pressure measurements were

made. Thus the ignition of the charge, the triggering of the light source, and the

initiation of the 12-channel transient recorder (Le Croy type TR 8837) had to be

synchronized. As will be described later, accurate timing of the He filling process

was also needed to obtain reasonably reproducible helium layers. Therefore, we had

to develop a new timing control system to meet the numerous filling and triggering

requirements. Some new devices were produced, as shown in Figures 9 and 10. The

principle of our electronic arrangement is sketched in Figure 11.

For tests without a helium layer the pulse generator (HP 8010 A) is started

manually. The sharp rising pulse triggers three delay generators. The first delayed
pulse starts the 12-channel computer-operated Le Croy transient recorder to store

the pressure-time signals of the pressure transducers (Kistler type 603 B). The

sampling rate of the 8-bit recorder is 32 MHz. The time window can be chosen

between 32 ,'s and 16 ms. The second delayed pulse starts the ignition circuit of the

charge. A capacity of 2 vi F loaded to 5 - 12 kV is discharged into a thin wire.

This wire explodes and ignites the charge. A third delayed pulse starts the light

source, either the single spark (Fig. 8) or the special light source of the Cordin

camera (Fi'. 7).

For tests with a helium layer, a timing unit with seven independent channels steers

the pump and valves of the gas filling system (see Section 2.4). One of the channels

triggers the pulse generator. When the timing unit is started manually, all the other

functions needed for a test are triggered automatically. Only the Cordin camera is

operated by hand controls because pretriggering by the camera pulse is not possible.

The gas filling system requires 20 seconds for purging and creation of the helium

layer before ignition of the charge.

Figures 12 and 13 depict examples of two timing diagrams for single spark

photography and cinematography with the Cordin camera, respectively. Note that the

time scale for the gas filling procedure is given in seconds whereas the scale for

triggering the ignition and the measuring system is given in microseconds.
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2.3.2 Pressure Recording and Display.

Experiments with such small HE charges require a pressure recording system with a

high time resolution and also a large gain range. It must be able to record peak

pressures between 0.1 bar and 300 bar with a high signal-to-noise ratio. We

therefore installed a computer-operated transient recorder system with 12 channels

(Le Croy type T.R. 8837 F). Kistler gages (type 603 R) with chorge amplifiers (type

5001) served as pressure transducers. The signals of the 12 channels are stored in

digital form and can be plotted one after the other on a plotter (Epson type 800).

Our own computer program was developed to calibrate each individual channel with

respect to the expected signal level. The plot program allows a choice of formats.

Not only the pressure time curves are plotted but also the overpressure impulse, the

positive duration, and the time of arrival. All the data needed for test evaluation

are printed as a data summary sheet. The recording system is shown in Figure 14.

Figures 15 and 16 are examples of the quality of the plotted curves and the data

summary sheet, respectively.

Great care was needed to install the pressure gages. At first, the blast-induced

vibrations of the walls greatly influenced the transducer signals. We tried different

shock-absorbing mountings. Good results were achieved with the system sketched in

Figure 17.

The locations of the transducers are specified in Figure 18. Gage I is placed at

ground zero. The others are arranged along a diagonal at a distance of 57 mm in

each case, except gage 12 with an interval of 11.4 mm to gage 11 (see also Fig.

20).

2.4 HE FILLING SYSTEM.

In previous shock tube tests, it was relatively easy to produce a thin, uniform helium

layer by diffusion through a porous ceramic plate. We therefore expected little

difficulty in applying this technique to the height-of-burst tests. We found, however,

that it was very difficult to create a stable, laminar, uniform helium layer in this

circular layer geometry. After much experimentation, we arrived at the following

design.
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The plenum chamber contained several broad circular grooves to circulate the

helium. Along one radius, the grooves are interrupted by a barrier. The helium flow

was introduced on one side of the barrier and forced to propagate along the channel

to reach the outlet on the other side of the barrier where the gas is pumped out. A

nearly uniiform helium distribution is achieved behind the Filtrokelit plate because

the flow velocity in the grooves is much higher than the diffusion rate through the

2-cm-thick ceramic plate. In Figure 19, the lid with the different grooves can be

seen (upside down) before the Filtrokelit plate was inserted and tightly bolted. In

the middle and in an outer ring, porous bronze pieces are inserted to allow blowing

or suction of helium or air. This permits some variations in the filling process to

influence the helium layer above the ceramic plate.

Figure 20 shows the plastic filling tubes and the small inlet and outlet pipes. To

have a better overview, some of the filling tubes are removed. The positions of the

pressure transducers are clearly visible along a diagonal.

The bore hole locations in the lid are sketched in Figure 21. The holes P1 - P9 are

connected with the vacuum pump, see Figure 22. The inlet holes for helium are

marked H 1 - H13. The function is explained in Figure 23.

As mentioned earlier, some difficulties were encountered in producing a relatively

thin uniform helium layer with a concentration high enough for precursor

investigations. It was impossible to obtain reproducible layers by hand-operating the

filling system. As we learned in the course of numerous experiments, the operating

time of the different valves (see Figs. 22 and 23) must be controlled with an

accuracy better than a tenth of a second. Therefore a special timing device was

developed (see Section 2.3.1 and Fig. 9).

The filling procedure starts with rinsing the vessel. Valve 1 is in the open position.

Air is sucked through the vessel where, near the bottom, a valve-controlled opening

exists which remains open during the whole test. Thus the helium-air mixture of a

previous test may be removed. When the timing device is triggered, valve 2 opens

and the gas in the grooves behind the Filtrokelit plate is sucked out (see Fig. 22).

One second after triggering, valve 1 is closed and the rinsing process of the vessel

is finished. Five seconds later, valve 3 is opened (see Fig. 23) and the rinsing

process of the helium tubing starts. This procedure lasts about 20 seconds and is

sufficient to fill the pipes and the pores of the ceramic plate with nearly pure

helium. About 2 seconds earlier, valve 2 is closed and pumping is stopped. Valves 4
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and 5 are operated for about 1 and 1.5 seconds, respectively. They close

simultaneously with valve 3. Because the pressure in the helium lines 1 and 2 is

higher than in the rinsing line, helium is pressed through the Filtrokelit plate just

before the charge is fired. The ignition is triggered about 0.5 seconds (typically)

before the closure time of valves 3, 4, and 5.

The timing of the different valves is specified in Figures 12 and 13, which indicate

also the typical pressures in the different lines.

2.5 HE-CONCENTRATION MEASUREMENTS.

As discussed, the procedure to create a helium layer must be controlled very

carefully. Shadow and schlieren pictures alone cannot give enough information. First,

we used 3 helium concentration probes (provided by Dynamics Technology, Inc.)* to

measure the helium concentration in the layer versus time. With the help of the

probes, it was possible to check the concentration inside the helium layer and also

to control the efficiency of the helium filling system. But more than 3 probes were

needed to measure the spatial distribution of helium concentration. We therefore

developed our own automated system that provides measurements at 8 different

positions simultaneously.

2.5.1 Measurement Principle and Probe Construction.

The probe acts as a hot-wire anemometer. A constant gas flow through the probe

was created by a sonically choked nozzle. This flow cools the hot wire by

convective heat transfer, and this changes the electrical resistance of the wire. If

the parameters are kept constant, the cooling effect depends on the helium

concentration in the gas flow. (Helium is more efficient than air.)

The hot wire forms one arm of an electronic bridge. A compensating circuit

balances the bridge so that the wire resistance (or in other words, the temperature)

remains constant. The compensating current is then a measure of the concentration.

* We are very grateful to Dr. Allen Kuhl, RDA, for the idea and for his assistance
in arranging the loan of the measuring device and its transfer from the USA to
EMI.



The probe construction is shown in Figure 24. By means of a vacuum pump, gas is

sucked through a nozzle of a diameter of 0.08 mm. The nozzle used is commercially

available. The ratio of the pressures on both sides of the nozzle is high enough to

guarantee a supersonic flow behind the nozzle. In this case, the moss flow through

the nozzle is constant and independent of the pressure ratio. The wire is located

between the gas inlet tube and the supersonic nozzle.

The circuit diagram of the electronic bridge is given in Figure 25. The output signal

is registered on an 8-channel plotter. An overview is presented in Figure 26.

2.5.2 Calibration of the Probes.

A priori, there is no reason to expect a linear relationship between the helium

concentration and the output signal of the electronic bridge. Hence, we calibrated

the gages in the following manner. The signal resulting from pure air at ambient

pressure being sucked through the probe was defined as zero level signal. The signal

resulting from pure helium was defined as the 100 % level signal. Precise helium/air

mixtures needed for values in between are relatively difficult to produce. Therefore,

we used commercially available mixtures with guaranteed mixture ratios from the

German company Messer-Griesheim. Pressure ratios of 80 % He and 60 % He were

used.

From a total of about 20 probes, we selected 8 with nearly the same calibration

curve and sensitivity to simplify the evaluation of the measured data. A typical

calibration curve is shown in Figure 27.
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SECTION 3

HIGH EXPLOSIVES CHARGE

3.1 MANUFACTURING OF THE CHARGE.

The most critical part for Micro-Mach experiments is, of course, the high explosives

charge. To simulate a 1 kt detonation in the laboratory, a linear scale reduction of

about 1 : 1000 must be realized. Cranz-Hopkinson scaling requires then a charge

weight of 1 : 10003. This rough estimate indicates that the model charge should

have a weight of about 1 g. A more careful calculation, taking due consideration

that the model charge must be a more sensitive explosive than TNT, indicates a

charge mass of about 0.6 g. This very small charge should be safe enough to be

handled in the laboratory without any severe restrictions but, on the other hand,

should be sensitive enough to detonate completely if electrically ignited. Primary

explosives such as lead acid or silver acid were eliminated for safety reasons.

Commercially available HE was not sensitive enough to detonate completely in such

small quantities. We therefore developed our own explosive. It consists of extremely

fine powdered nitropenta dissolved in a mixture of gun-cotton and acetone. This

paste dries relatively quickly, so it can easily be formed into a droplet. To get an

ideal spherical shape with an ignitor in the center, we developed the following

method (see Fig. 28).

Two electrodes are fixed in a centered holder so that a vcry fine wire can be

wrapped around them (Fig. 28a). The holder is dipped several times into the

explosive mixture until a nearly spherical shape is achieved (Fig. 28b - e). Following

a drying process, an ideal sphere is turned on a lathe before the holder is removed

(Fig. 28f). By this method, the ignitor can be placed with high accuracy in the

center of the HE sphere. Because the density of the HE mixture is sufficiently

constant, the mass of the charge is given by the diameter of the sphere. This

measure can be controlled and kept fixed very easily.

As the results discussed in Section 4 confirm, the reproducibility of tests with this

model charge is excellent.
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3.2 DETERMINATION OF THE CHARGE EQUIVALENT.

To be able to compare the results with data from tests with other explosives, an

equivalency factor is required. But is is well known that this factor is not the same

if peak pressure or overpressure impulse data, respectively, of different explosives

are compared. Also, the equivalency factor varies with the pressure and impulse

level where the comparison is made. So it is important to define in which way the

charge equivalent is determined.

3.2.1 Charge Equivalent Related to the Peak Overpressure.

To determine the charge equivalent, the peak overpressure must be known as a

function of the scaled distance R/W1/ 3 (R = distance, W = charge weight) of the

explosives to be compared. By definition, the same peak overpressure Pso must exist

at the same distance R for both explosives. Then both charges are equivalent.

If Z is the scaled distance for the peak overpressure Pso, then

R1

Zl (Pso) = W for explosive 1, and (3.1)

R2Z2 (Pso) = -I/3. for explosive 2
w2

Both charges are equivalent if R 1 = R 2 = R

Zi 1  1W/3 = Z2 • W21/3 or

Z2  3
Wl= l W2

The term (Z 2 /Z 1 ) 3  fo is the charge-equivalent factor related to the given peak

overpressure.
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3.2.2 Charge Equivalent Related to the Overpressure Impulse.

By definition, the same specific overpressure impulse Is must exist at the same

distance R for both explosives. In this case, the charges are equivalent. In contrast

to the overpressure p(t), the impulse

t.+. (3.2)

Is = fzp(t)dt

0

is a scaling-dependent variable. We therefore plot Is/R as a function of R/Q1/ 3 . For

a desired overpressure impulse Iso , we get as scaled distance

Zil (lso/R1) = Ri/W11/ 3  (3.3)

Zi 2 (Iso/R2) = R2/W21/ 3

Because R1 and R2 in both cases should be the same, we receive

Zil W 1/ 3 = Zi2 W21/ 3  or

W1 zi 2  3

The term (Zi2/Zil)3 : fi is the charge-equivalent factor related to the given

overpressure impulse [so.

As a rule, the factors fo and fi are not identical and, in addition, depend on the

chosen peak overpressure and overpressure impulse, respectively, where the

comparison is made.
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SECTION 4

RESULTS

4.1 HOB EXPERIMENTS WITHOUT HE LAYER.

Numerous experiments were carried out to determine the influence of the rough

Filtrokelit surface on the wave propagation, the time of arrival, the peak

overpressure, and the overpressure impulse, respectively. The purposes of the tests

were to investigate the reproducibility and accuracy of the results and to evaluate

the airblast scale factors for this charge.

The following heights of burst were chosen: H = 3.3 cm; 6.7 cm; 7.7 cm; 8.5 cm;

12.5 cm; 20.2 cm; 26.9 cm; 33.7 cm; and 40.4 cm, respectively. The most preferred

heights were H = 6.7 cm and H = 12.5 cm.

4.1.1 Smootn Surface

To simulate ideal free field values, a polished aluminum plate was used instead of

the porous ceramic plate.

4.1.1.1 Optical Measurements. Cinematographic picture series were taken with a

Cordin continuous writing and framing camera (type 330). Some frames of a picture

series are shown in Figure 29.

The shock fronts are not as sharp as we are accustomed to from shock tube tests.

But one must take account of the fact that in these experiments the blast wave

expands spherically. The wave fronts are curved and the light path is deflected

through inhomogeneous regions. By diffraction effects, the shock fronts seem to

broaden and many details in the flow field are lost. In addition, the pictures are

slightly blurred because the exposure time of each individual frame is too long (- 3

is). The exposure time in a high speed camera with rotating prism depends on the

frame period. In our camera, the ratio of exposure time to frames period is about

0.5.
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Figure 30 depicts some single pictures of different tests under the same conditions

but with variation of the delay time between charge ignition and triggering the light

source. In this case, the exposure time is 0.3 .s. The snapshot time of the

photographs in Figures 29 and 30 is nearly the same.

It is evident that the shock fronts and the wave interactions in single picture

technique are much clearer, but many more tests are required to produce a

sequence of photos with this technique.

It can be seen that the wave fronts from different tests are reproducible. The flow

field behind the shock fronts changes a little bit by random effects. Jets from

instabilities on the charge surface are present, and it was not possible to avoid them

completely. During the fabrication of the small charges we made several attempts

to get the most homogeneous detonation pattern, but we were only partially

successful. However, it is well known that jets are also present in large HE field

tests (e.g., DNA's 500-ton experiments). In this respect, the Micro-Mach tests seem

to be realistic experiments. The wave system is explained in Figure 31.

4.1.1.2 Pressure Measurements. For each test, the pressure-time history was

measured at 12 different locations, as described in Section 2.3.2 (see Fig. 18). When

the Le Croy 12-channel transient recorder was not available (until test No. M 191),

measurements were only possible at 8 stations. The pressure records do permit us to

evaluate the time of arrival (TOA), the overpressure impulse (1+), and the positive

phase (t+), respectively (see Fig. 15). The results for different heights of burst

(HOB) are presented in Table 1, which also shows the mean values and the standard

deviation values. The data demonstrate the excellent reproducibility of the tests.

Records are shown in Figure 42.

4.1.2 Rough Surface.

As shown in a previous report, the roughness centers on the surface of a slightly

polished Filtrokelit plate have a height of about 30 um.* In addition to the

roughness effect on the parameters of the blast wave, we also have to consider that

a small inflow exists in the pores of the ceramic plate. So we havc to expect that

the time of arrival, the overpressure, and the impulse are a little bit smaller

compared to the smooth surface data.

* See Figure 11 of volume 2: Parametric Studies, EMI Rep. E 6/87
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4.1.2.1 Optical Measurements. As in the case of the smooth surface,

cinematographic pictures with the Cordin camera and pictures in single frame

technique were taken. Significant differences between the smooth and rough surfaces

cannot be detected. In Figure 32, two single frame pictures at different times are

shown as examples.

4.1.2.2 Pressure Measurements. The pressure records of the rough surface

experiments look like those obtained in smooth surface tests. The data are specified

in Table 2 in the same format as Table 1, so an easy comparison is possible. The

data are self-consistent and confirm the good reproducibility of the tests.

4.1.3 Comparison between Smooth and Rough Surface Data.

The diagrams of the peak overpressure and impulse (versus distance from ground

zero) (Figs. 33 and 34) show that there is, as expected, a tendency for smaller

values in the case of rough surface data. But the error bands (+ a of single values)

overlap each other. From a statistical standpoint, a significant difference cannot be

stated. If more tests can be carried out with a more extended rough surface (as

possible with the new design shown in Fig. 3), more precise results are to be

expected. The same happens if the roughness of the surface is enlarged.

4.1.4 Determination of the Charge Scale Factor.

4.1.4.1 Comparison with TNT Free Field Data. Two methods were applied to

compare Cordin camera data with TNT free field values.

At first, from the Cordin camera pictures, the time-distance values of the shock

front were measured along a line parallel to the surface at the distance of the

height of L'irst. These values should correspond with the free field values as long as

the Mach stem does not reach the measuring line.

Using the first method, the data were then compared with the time of arrival

values of TNT free field results. The upper diagram in Figure 35 shows the

comparison of the measured values with the TNT standard curve before matching. In

the lower diagram a TNT equivalent factor (see Section 3.2.1) of
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fo = 1.4

was applied. Now the data match very well in the range between 0.5< R/Wl/3< 2.

This means that in the given range 1 g of our charge corresponds to 1.4 g of TNT.

According to the second method, the measured time-distance values of the shock

front were fitted by a polynom of 6th order.

x = j bntn (4.1)

n=o

This function was differentiated in respect to t and derived from the sound speed of

air, a o . The result is an analytical expression of the Mach number of the shock

front.

M 6 nb t 1

S 0 4 n
n=o (4.2)

If one assumes ideal gas behavior the peak overpressure as function of the shock

Mach number is given by

P = P 2 1 - 1 = 7 (M 2 - 1) (4.3)

Converting Eq. 1 the peak overpressure can be determined as function of distance.

With the same TNT equivalent factor of

fo = 1.4

the data match very well with overpressure-distance curves for TNT* in the range

0.7 bar Ps 3 bar, as shown in Figure 36.

* Charles N. Kingery and Gerald Bulmash, Airblast Parameters from TNT Spherical

Air Burst and Hemispherical Surface Burst, ARBRL-TR-02555, April 1984.
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4.1.4.2 Comparison with RDX-HOB Curves. Numerous HOB data are available from

earlier tests with spherical RDX charges. Results are given in EMI Report E 26/85.*

The Nitropenta small charge overpressure measurements were compared with the

RDX-HOB curves. As shown in Figure 37, the data are in excellent agreement with

these curves if

fo = 0.7 (RDX)

is applied as RDX equivalent factor. Because RDX is a high explosive with a higher

energy content than TNT it is evident that the RDX equivalent factor of the

Nitropenta charge is smaller than for TNT. Thus 1 g of our charge corresponds to

0.7 g of RDX.

The solid lines in Figure 37 are RDX-HOB curves. The data points represent the

measured values after correction with f. = 0.7.

4.2 EXPERIMENTS WITH HELIUM LAYER.

4.2.1 Helium Concentration Distribution in the Layer.

The vertical and horizontal concentration distribution was determined with 8 helium

concentration measuring probes (Section 2.5.1). Test results are given in Figure 38.

We defined the direction of the optical axis through the test chamber as 0 = 00.

0 900 corresponds then with the observed flow propagation direction. Near the

surface, a helium concentration of more than 90 % is measured. The helium layer

concentrations were quite reproducible; test to test variations were within a few

percent. A more uniform distribution is expected with the new design of the test

chamber roof plate (see Fig. 3). There is a uniform Filtrokelit surface and an area

with porous bronze (Poral) at the center and at the outer ring (see Fig. 21).

* W. Heilig, H.P. Mehlin, G. Girke, G. Scheklinski-Glijck, Ermittlung von HOB- und

Tripelpunktstrajektoren, EM! Report E 26/85.
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4.2.2 HOB Experiments.

4.2.2.1 Optical Measurements. Cinematographic picture series were taken with a

Cordin camera. Two frames are shown in Figure 39 as examples. The formation of

the precursor, the two triple points, the turning shock, the slip lines, the secondary

shock, and other phenomena of the shock structure can be seen. The complete

picture series visualizes the dynamic feature of the airblast precursor. A movie of

cinematographic picture series with the Cordin camera was produced where each

frame was copied with the individually corrected magnification factor. In the movie,

each frame was repeated two times. The movie duration is therefore doubled

without noticeable effect on the dynamic course of the precursor propagation.

The space and time resolution of the pictures is much higher in the single frame

technique. Some examples are given in Figure 40 at different times after charge

ignition. To demonstrate the difference of precursed and ideal HOB-shock structure,

single frame pictures for both cases are shown. Notice that each picture corresponds

to a new test.

In Figure 40a, the pictures are taken 180 ps after charge ignition. The marks at the

upper edge are 10 cm apart from each other. The Mach stem has developed at the

nonprecursed blast (upper frame). The triple point is a little bit disturbed by a jet.

The reflected wave and slipline are clearly visible. At the precursed flow (lower

frame), the precursor inside the helium layer can be seen. The flow behind the tip

of the precursor is laminar and then becomes turbulent. The turning shock and the

two triple points have developed.

In Figure 40b, the delay time between ignition and exposure time is 220 ps. The

Mach stem in the nonprecursed blast is raised. The reflected shockwave at the triple

point seems to be fan-shaped but it should be remembered that the flow field is

three-dimensional. The secondary shock and its reflection at the bottom are visible.

At the precursed blast (lower frame), the sliplines from the two triple points change

from laminar to turbulent flow. The same mechanism starts to create the wall-jet

as it is made visible in shock tube experiments. The roll-up of the helium layer and

the formation of shocklets can be noticed.
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Experiments at a delay time between ignition and exposure time of 250 s are

shown in Figure 40c. The pictures are very similar to those of Figure 40b.

Differences can be detected in the helium layer. The sensitivity of the shadow

system at the lower frame was raised to optimize the resolution.

In Figure 40d, the delay time was 350 vis. Because the reaction products of the

charge lay behind the incident blast wave, more details can be seen in the flow

field. Structures at the border of the layer are visible especially in the helium

layer. The flow field behind the tip of the precursor is laminar at first. In the

walljet the flow starts to get turbulent and develops small shock fronts.

The picture series in Figure 40 makes flow phenomena visible, phenomena which

often can hardly be seen in free field tests. It should be mentioned, however, that

the interpretation of photographs of three-dimensional events must be done very

carefully.

The objective lense of a camera focuses the points of the object plane to the image

plane. Normally, the density fleld (refration index) is assumed to be homogenous.

But in our HOB tesL, the light beams are traversing regions of inhomogenous

density. So the optical copying process can be disturbed, especially if high density

gradients are present. Figure 41 serves as an example. The upper frame shows a

small cube. The edges are rectangular to each other. The cube has just been parted

by the Mach stem of a nonprecursed blast. The edge is slightly deformed at the

roof. A high deformation can be seen at the middle and lower frames. In this case,

the cube is nearly completely embedded in the helium layer.

Figure 41 demonstrates that great care and experience are needed to interpret

photographs of 3-D-events.

4.2.2.2 Pressure Measurements. As described in Section 2.3.2, pressure

measurements were made for cach test at 12 different locations. The helium layer

has as a rule an extension of about 30 cm. This means that only gage No. 1 to

gage No. 6 measured the surface pressure in the helium layer whereas gage No. 7

to gage No. 12 were located in the air layer (see Fig. 18). One can therefore

expect to see in the pressure records the cleanup phase of the precursor. To

compare the differences between ideal and precursed blast propagation in Figure 42,

the pressure-time curves are superimposed. The dark curve belongs to the ideal
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blast, measured at an HOB of 12.5 cm (test M 245) whereas the grey curve

represents the pressure-time history of a precursed blast wave (test M 248).

At ground zero (Fig. 42; MK 1), we observe quite a different overpressure, 15 bars
(ideal black) and 6.5 bars (precursed blast) respectively. As expected, the arrival

time is shorter in the case of precursed blast.

At gage position No. 4 (Fig. 42; MK 4, 17.1 cm from GZ), the sharp peak
disappears at the pressure curve of the precursed blast. The rise time of the

precursor gets longer (Fig. 42; MK 6). We are now just at the border of the helium

layer. The precursor shock decays more to a compression wave (Fig. 42; MK 7). The
cleanup pnase starts. At gage position No. 8 (Fig. 42; MK 8; 39.9 cm from GZ), the

turning shock T (see Fig. 40) is reflected from the ground and creates a second

peak. This shock becomes more dcninant in the history of the surface pressure

(compare Fig. 42; MK 9). The front of the precursor steepens more and more. At

position No. 12 (Fig. 42; MK 12), the profiles of precursed and nonprecursed blast
are nearly the same; only the time of arrival differs. The cleanup phase is now

finished.

The impulse curves of ideal and precursed blast are quite similar. At precursed blast

the impulse is always about 10 % - 20 % smaller than in the ideal case. Some
examples are given in Figure 43. As in Figure 42, the records of tests M 245 and M

248 are compared.

The pressure measurements demonstrate the good reproducibility of the experiments

with small charges of 0.6 g only. They also confirm the qualification of the tests

for studying the cleanup phase of the precursor.

As a preliminary result, the peak overpressure versus ground range in the case of
HOB = 12.5 cm is shown in Figure 44. Results are also included for smooth Al

surface, rough (Filtrokelit) surface, and helium layer precursor. The helium stops at
a ground range of about 30 cm. The reflected turning shock can be identified at a
distance of about 40 cm. At the end of the runway it reaches about the same peak

overpressure as the ideal blast.

Figure 44 demonstrates the wide variety of model tests that are applied to solve

problems of precursed blast and to provide data for computer codes validation.
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SECTION 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

SMALL-CHARGE DEVELOPMENT.

A new 0.6 g spherical charge of Nitro-Penta (NP) was developed. Also, a technique

for precisely locating the detonator in the center of the charge was designed. A

electrical energy source (- 50 joules stored energy) was used to ingnite the charge.

This produced an overdriven detonation wave that successfully detonated the

complete charge. The electrical energy coupled into the charge was less than 25

joules (compared to chemical energy of 1756 joules).

5.2 BLAST WAVE DRIVEN BY NP CHARGE.

High speed photography revealed that the charges produced a smooth spherical blast

wave. The secondary shock characteristic of HE-driven blast waves is also evident in

photographs.

The photography revealed some jetting effects that are present in all HE charges

(due to Rayliegh-Taylor instabilities); however, these jets were no worse than those

found in larger HE tests. In the lower pressure regimes of interest here, such

effects were small and could be overcome by performing additional tests when

required.

5.3 BLAST WAVE SCALE.

The blast wave scale was established by two methods based on the "Time-Distance"

curve for the free-air burst (as measured from the high-speed cinematography).

Method 1: compare NP time-distance curve with a standard TNT curve

Method 2: differentiate X-t curve to give shock Mach number and peak

pressure; compare the pressure-range curve with a standard TNT

curve.
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In addition, a third method was used; the HOB curve of the NP charge was

compared with results from an RDX charge at the same scaled HOB. Thus the

following HE scale factors were established:

SF 1.4 (TNT)

0.7 (RDX)

5.4 INSTRUMENTATION FOR THE HEIGHT-OF-BURST TESTS.

Two schlieren/shadowgraph photography systems were developed. One was a single-

frame system for high space and time resolution, and the other was an 80-frame

cinematographic system using a Cordin rotating mirror camera and a specially

designed long-duration spark light source.

The high-speed photography made visible the unique features of HE-driven spherical

blast waves reflecting from plane surfaces. These included the shock structure, slip

lines, and turbulent flow features. In particular, the secondary shock S and its

reflection from the surface and interaction with shock R was made visible for the

first time (this shock is not visible on large field tests because the detonation

products are optically dense and the scale is too large).

A high-speed recording system was developed that is capable of accurately

measuring such short duration (30 to 300 lis) pressure waves. The pressure records

are self-consistent and demonstrate that the tests are reproducible within a few

percent. This system can be used to give an accurate characterization of

near-surface blast wave environments, for example:

(i) static pressure histories

(ii) time of arrival curves

(iii) peak pressure vs range curves

(iv) impulse curves

(v) positive phase duration curves

In addition, the photography can be synchronized with the charge detonation and

pressure-recording system to elucidate particular flow regions of interest.
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5.5 IDEAL HEIGHT-OF-BURST RESULTS.

This small-charge technique can be used to quantitatively study blast reflections
over smooth (ideal) surfaces. The HOB can be easily varied over the range of 3 cm

to 40 cm; this corresponds to 100 ft to 1200 ft HOB on a kiloton basis.

A parametric series of such tests was performed with the 0.6 g NP charges. The
results were scaled (based on the above-mentioned scale factor). The resulting HOB
curves were in excellent agreement with the large-charge data (e.g., 1 kg RDX

charges).

Such comparisons demonstrate and confirm the validity of using this small-charge
technology for accurately studying HE blast reflections in the low pressure regime

(100 psi to 2 psi).

The obvious advantages of this approach are: (1) the well-controlled laboratory
conditions (no wind or terrain effects, etc.); (2) parametric tests can be performed
in a cost-effective manner; and (3) such parametric results can be used to
statistically analyze blast environments to evaluate not only the mean values, but

also the standard deviations of the results.

5.6 HEIGHT-OF-BURST TESTS OVER ROUGH SURFACES.

Height of burst tests were also conducted over a porous ceramic (Filtrokelit) plate.
Surface roughness was approximately 30 jim (3 cm on a kiloton basis). When
compared with the smooth-surface results, systematic trends were found for the
"rough surface" results:

- delayed shock arrival

- reduced peak overpressure

- reduced overpressure impulse (-10 % to -20 %)

These effects were reduced by increasing the height of burst.
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These small-charge experiments then offer an effective technique for parametrically

studying surface roughness (i.e., boundary layer) effects on reflected blast wave

environments.

5.7 HELIUM LAYER PRECURSOR TESTS.

A new method was developed to create reproducible "pancake-shaped" helium layers

applicable to height-of-burst tests. This involves the transient development of a

helium layer forced through a porous ceramic (Filtrokelit) surface.

Specialized anemometry probes were also developed to experimentally map the helium

concentration throughout the layer. High concentrations of helium (92 to 96 %) were

successfully measured near the surface (0 to 2 mm).

The high-speed photography revealed many of the dynamic features of airblast

precursors for the height of burst geometry. These features include the formation of

the precursor shock structure and associated slip lines, the development of the

turbulent wall jet, and the precursor cleanup.

Overpressure histories were also measured on these tests. Comparison with ideal

surface results indicate the following:

(1.) Strong precursor effects were evident; precursor arrival times were as

much as 160 us (or 160 ms/KT1/3) ahead of the ideal surface results.

(2.) Peak pressures were reduced, but no classic second peak was found in

the strong precursor region.

(3.) The precursor cleanup phase was well simulated. The precursor shock

decayed to a compression wave at GR - 23 cm (680 ft/KT1/ 3); by CR =

40 cm (1200 ft/KT1/ 3 ) the T-shock reflected from the ground, creating a

second peak. At far ground ranges the overpressure of this shock

approached the ideal surface results.

(4.) Positive phase impulses were reduced by 10 to 20 % because of the

precursor effect.
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These results were self-consistent and quite reproducible.

These experiments indicate that this small-charge technique can be used to

parametrically study precursor effects, particulary in the cleanup region, as a

function of height of burst. Noteworthy advantages of this approach are:

(1) A circular "pancake-shaped" layer is used so that the flow field is

symmetrical (i.e., there are no edge effects as in the large field tests).

(2) No membrane is needed to form the helium layer; thus flow develops

naturally and is not disturbed by membrane fragments.

(3) Parametric precursor tests are practical, and may be used to statistically

analyze precursor environments, not only the mean values but also the

standard deviations of the results.
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SECTION 6

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the above demonstrated successes of this small-charge technique, the

following experiments are recommended:

1. Perform a parametric series of HOB tests over a smooth surface, to establish

the ideal HE height-of-burst curves for low pressures (100 psi to 2 psi). Use

statistical analysis to establish mean curves and standard deviations.

2. Perform a similar series of HOB tests over one (or more) rough surfaces to

evaluate boundary layer/roughness effects.

3. Perform a similar series of HOB tests over a helium layer to investigate

precursor cleanup effects. Complementary shock tube precursor tests can be used

to investigate the fluid mechanics of precursor wall jets under more simplified

conditions.

In addition, the small-charge technique can be used to investigate other blast

reflection phenomena. Atmospheric inversions can be easily created by this

experimental method (e.g., by using thick, dense gas layers) to investigate inversion

effects on HOB curves. Also, multiple burst explosions can be simulated by replacing

symmetry lines between charges with reflecting plane surfaces, and examining

airblast cumulation effects near the center of symmetry.
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Figure 1. Test chamber for Micro-Mach experiments.
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Figure 2. Overview picture of the test chamber.

Figure 3. New design of the roof plate.
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Figure 6. Cordin camera with rotator and control unit.
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Figure 8. EMI single spark point light source. Power supply and trigger are
integrated in a single box. Exposure time: 0.3 s.

41 !1

Figure 9. 7 -Channel timing unit.
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Figure 10. Charge ignition unit with trigger and delay device.
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Figure 16. Example of a data summary sheet. After each test the sheet is
printed with the calibration data of the 12 measuring channels.
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O-Ring O-Ring Lead-ring i =16mm
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surface

Figure 17. Transducer mounting for vibration damping.

optical window

circular lid

test chamber
roof

goround
Gi zero

G2

Figure 18. Location of the transducers. Top view of the test chamber GI ..
GI2 = gauge location. Distance between two gauges 5.7 cm (11.4 cm

between Oil and 012). See also Figure 20.
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Figure 21. Side and top view of the bore holes in the lid of the test chamber.
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Calibration Curve for He - Probes
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Figure 27. Calibration curve for helium-concentration measurements.
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Figure 29. Some frames of a Cordin-camera film. Test No. M 027;
HOB 12.5 cm, smooth surface (aluminum). Charge weight 0.6 g.
Exposure time of a frame 3 uts.
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~l'IiJ~ M). %nr]Ie, frame photographs. Tests No. M 44, M 46, M42, M 43.
., I. -- ; -- c: - v' face (aluminum). c7harge weight= 0.6 g.

Fxpnsure- time -0.3 .s. First framne shows charge before detonation.



R S

T P
TP'SL"R

SLC

RS S TP

Fiqure 31. Explanation of the wave system in the case of non-precursed blast
propagation.

D = Detonation point
I = Incident shock
M = Mach-stem
R = Reflected shock
SL = Slip line
S = Second shock
RS = Reflected second shock
TP = Triple point
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FiyjrF' 32. Single frame photographs.
Tests No. M 51; M 50; M 49; M 48; H0113 12.5 cm;
rougqh surface; charge weight 0.6 g; exposure time 0 (.3 --s.
First frame shows charge before detonation.
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Peak Overpressure

20 Comparison between rough and smooth surface

2!TW O .6 g
HOB 6.7cm

S10-7-777

0 e smooth surface

a S jx rough surface
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0.2+
5 10 20 30 so 100
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Figure 33. Peak overpressure P~so at smooth and rough surfaces.
HOB = 6.7 cm, charge weight = 0.6 g. The error bars are marked
left and right of the data points for a clearer representation.
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Positive Impulse

o5 Comparison between rough and smooth surface

E T W =0,6g
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Figure 34. Overpressure impulse I+ at smooth and rough surfaces.
HOB = 6.7 cm, charge weight = 0.6 g. The error bars are marked left
and right of the data points for a clearer representation.
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Figure 35. Comparison between measured radius-time values of the shock front
from Cordin camera pictures with time-of-arrival TNT free field
data. Upper diagram is before matching, lower diagram is after m-
atching. TNT equivalent factor: fo = 1.4.
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achieved with an RDX equivalent factor of f0 0.7.
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Helium Concentration in Horizontal Direction
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Figure 38. Measured helium concentration as function of radius and height. High
helium concentrations of more than 90% were achieved.
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Figure 39. Two frames of a Cordin cinematographic picture series.

Test No. M 228. Frames 59 and 84. HOB 6.7 cm.
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Figure 40. Precursed and ideal HOB-shock structure. HOB = 6.7 cm.
a) 180 .,s after charge ignition (tests M 263 and M 198)

b) 220 .s after charge ignition (tests M 264 and M 190)
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Figure 40. c) 250 .s after charge ignition (tests M 260 and M 183)

d) 350 -,s after charge ignition (tests M 262 and M 201)
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Figure 41. Deformation of the edges of a cube by light deflection in an
inhomoqenous density field (tests M 240, M 236, M 237).
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Figure 42. Pressure records at different ground range positions for nonprecursed
(black) and precursed (grey) blast (for positions see Fig. 18; tests
M 245 and M 248, resp.) (continued).
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Figure 42. Pressure records at different ground range positions for nonprecursed
(black) and precursed (grey) blast (for positions see Fig. 18; tests
M 245 and M 248, resp.) (continued).
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Figure 42. Pressure records at different ground range positions for nonprecursed
(black) and precursed (grey) blast (for positions see Fig. 18; tests
M 245 and M 248, resp.) (continued).
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Figure 43. Impulse curves at different ground range positions for nonprecursed
(black) and precursed (grey) blast (tests M 245 and M 248, resp.).
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Figure 43. Impulse curves at different ground range positions for nonprecursed
(black) and precursed (grey) blast (tests M 245 and M 248, resp.)
(continued).
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PACIFIC-SIERRA RESEARCH CORPATTN: H BRODE WEIDLINGER ASSOC, INC
ATTN: J ISENBERG

PACIFICA TECHNOLOGY
ATTN: R ALLEN WEIDLINGER ASSOCIATES, INC
ATTN: R BJORK ATTN: I SANDLER

ATTN: M BARON
PATEL ENTERPRISES, INC

ATTN: M PATEL

R & D ASSOCIATES
ATTN: A KUHL
ATTN: D SIMONS
ATTN: J LEWIS
ATTN: T MAZZOLA
ATTN: TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER
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